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ABSTRACT

We p' ?sent the calculation of the axial anomaly for

Dirac-Ka'hler . ermions in two and four dimensions applying the

procedure deve oped by Seeley to the signature operator in the

twisted complex. The result is equal to the one for the twisted

n/2
spin complex times 2 (n:number of dimensions) and agrees

with the expressions from the index theorem.



The understanding of topological properties of gauge

field theories appears to be essential to a complete
(1)

description of its physical content . V/ith this purpose, the

use in field theory of methods and techniques of differential
(2)

geometry has been increasingly emphasized

Within the context of differential geometry, the

description of fermions is made through the equation proposed
(3)

by Kahler as an alternative to the usual Dirac equation.

This equation has been thoroughly studied recently by Becher
(4)

and Joos , and they cared particularly about its translation

to the lattice, motivated by the fermion proliferation problem
(5)

found when the usual treatment with spinors is applied

Both treatments for the continuum present an SU(4)
(4)

symmetry. It was shown by Becher and Joos for the Dirac-

KShler fermions and by two of the authors for the usual Dirac
(6)

formalism . A form satisfying the Dirac-KShler equation or a

spinor may be written in terms of one out of four possible

descriptions provided by the minimal left ideals for the space

of differential forms endowed w.ith a Clifford product or for

the algebra of Dirac matrices and their products. (Analogously,

in two dimensions the multiplicity of ideals is two). This

SU(4) symmetry is at the root of the proliferation of solutions

when the continuum limit is taken in the lattice treatment.

We present here a non perturbative calculation of the



axial anomaly in gauge theories for fermions treated as

differential forms; this required a definition for

differentials of the analogous operation to the trace in the

(7)
Dirac ring. l.'e use the method proposed by Seeley (and

(8)
pioneered before by Schwinger and de Witt in some special

cases) to calculate asymptotic expansions for pseudo-

differential operators. The result we find differs by a factor

n/2 (9)
2 from the result for spinors , as differ analogously the

corresponding index theorem for the twisted spin complex and
(10)

the twisted signature complex . The result agrees with the
(11)

continuous limit of the calculation performed by Gockeler

for the lattice extension of the Dirac-Kahler formalism.
(4)

The Dirac-KShler equation is written as :

(1)

where:
• is a general differential form in n dimensions

(n = 2 or 4 );

d is the exterior differential operator;

6 = - *d# is the formal adjoint of the former with

respect to the usual inner product of forms;

• is the Hodge duality operator on differential forms;

and m is the n.-jss of the fermion field particle. The metric



tensor is diagonal with g = 1 , g = -1 (i = 1,2,3). Its

Euclidian version is then g°° = g = -1 . From here on we

work in the Euclidian region.

The differential operator in the left-hand side of (1)

(10)
is known as the signature operator . Its gauge covariant

version is defined as

= i d + A + (Í - *A*)Ji(dA + « A) = i|d + A + (Í - » A * ) | (2)

where A is a one-form with values on the Lie algebra of a gauge

(unitary) group.

The twisted signature complex is precisely the complex

defined with the operator (2) on the associated vector bundle

of which A is the connection form.

The symbol of the signature operator ' is the sum

of the symbols for both operators:

tf(d • S) - o(d)(Ç,x) • o(ô)(Ç,x)

(3)

- ÇA - iç

where

P
i.(e A...A« ) - y (-l)J1U»e.)e.A...AÍ.A.. .Ae .

j-l

Here e.,...,e are unit orthonormal vectors, the hat indicates

omission of this argument in the exterior product and (Cte¿) is
(10)

the scalar product in the cotangent space

For the gauge-covariant twisted signature (or Dirac-



Kahler) operator, the symbol is:

" 4 " T(dA + 6A>1
|_ 1 A A J

- -Çv + iAv (4)

Where in the first equality we have the operator written in a

way that agrees with the definition of pseudo-differential
(12)

operators . The symbol v denotes the Clifford product for
(3,4)

differential forms

(4.6)
It is known that the algebra of general

differential forms with a Clifford product $ decomposes itself

n/2
in its left ideals, which are 2 in number

• -
(b) (5)

b-1

so that, in the notation of Decher and Joos,

2n/2

a,b-l

we have the relation between the Dirac-Kahler formalism with

the spinorial one. We have, then, one Dirac particle for each

Dirac-Kahler left ideal.

The analytical index is

2n/2

VdA + V " E £a

n/2 (f2)
where ¿ = y^ii +A ). The factor 2 S d(n) appears in

the the continuum limit of Gockeler's calculation of the

anomaly evaluated with Dirac-Kahler fermions in the lattice.



We need to introduce the analogue for differential

forms of the trace operation for matrices. To give a precise

meaning for it we recall that the volume element, £ , is

written, in n dimensions, as:

e - dx°A. ..Adx""1 - dx°v. ..vdx11"1 (8)

Its right Clifford product, acting on p-forms, ?s related to

the Hodge star operator

c - - i n / 2 * B (9)

(3,4)
where 8 is the main anti-automorphism on general

differential forms and it has algebraic properties as the
(4)

Y 5 matrix of the Dirac ring

To begin with, let us define the result of the new

operation on a zero-form, since it precisely maps forms on

zero-forms. V/e name its operator representation as "scalar

value of differential forms" and denote it by $. V/e then have:

$(1) = d(n). (10a)

Furthermore we require

$(dx%dxv) - e y J d x v . | C D

- gP V$(D . (10b)

- d(n)gwv

$(dxy) - ICdxNl)

. . " J l ( 1 O c )

- 0.
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By repeated use of these equations, one has in n = 4:

$(e) - 0 (lla)

$(dxwvdxWvdx°) - dinUg'V0 - gWV" • gwVP) (Hb)

- 4c M V P ° (He)

$(dx ^...vdx 2 N + 1) - 0. (Hd)

In two dimensions, some peculiarities occur. For instance

l(avbve) - abv*(dx
vvdxv ve) - -2*J>vt

vv. (12)

The objects e are the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita

symbols in n dimensions.

We are now ready to apply the systematic procedure

developed by Seeley to the calcutation of functional

determinants in Grassmann variables.

Let us start from the action functional for Dirac-

Kahler fields with complex coefficients on a manifold M of

dimension n.

•.<•••> - TOT (•,[i(4A • )
(13)

(3)
Ve use the scalar product as defined by Kahler

0 -J



The generating functional,

Z{dA * V " fP^>P<í>«xP[-SB<*^>] (15)

is formally equal to the determinant det i'±{n) E**
dA * ^A*

One must now set the meaning of chiral transformations

in terms of forms. It ir. clear that the isomorphism between

differential forms and Dirac matrices will be used as

a guideline. The chiral transform of a differential form

X (16)

(4)
is the analog of the spinor chiral transformation . The

infinitesimal chiral change in terms of a local function d(x)

is

(17a)

for the form representing a fermion; for the adjoint form,

however,

- • -

A chiral transformation leaves the signature operator

invariant. Its gauge-covariant version, (4), transforms not

trivially under chiral transformations, giving rise to the

anomaly term. To show this, let us introduce a chiral

transformation for the Grassmann variables in (15) with m • 0,

8



and we have:

Then, calling

V»

dttD - J íp{*}PÚ}»xp{-í(í-id(-i)n/2ev?,D[# +io(-Ín/2)cv*])oX(20)

Because of the bilinear nature of Kahler's inner product (,)
0

the integrand is

(•,D4)0 - i(o(-i)
n/2ev*,D*)o + i(;,D[a(-i

n/2)ev*])0 + 0(«
2). (21)

We have:

-Í(o(-i)n/2ev*,D*)0 - i(*,o(-i
n/2)evD*)0 (22)

and, finally

d«tD - J det(D + io(-in/2)cvD • iDo(-in/2)ev)

5 J det(D • Aj). (23)

(14)
Following Gamboa Saraví, Muschietti and Solomin

d«t(D • Aj) - d«tD exp(-£1'(0)) <24)

with

£(•) - -• Tr (D"*"^) . (25)

Finally:

In J - f'10)

-. n/2 ( 2 6 )

- -2i Tr(D fo(-in/z)ev)
• -0

(7)
V/e are now in position to apply Seeley's procedure . For the



symbol coefficients:

ai " " d õ Õ Cv <27a>

a0 " dlnT iAv* (27b)

(7,15)
For the first coefficients of the inversion :

b_j(x,Ç,X) - d(n) *" X (28a)

b , (x ,Ç ,X) - - i — á i a i — [ ( X 2 - C 2 ) A * 2 « - X ) C . A ] (28b)
" 2 <X2 C2) 2

b , (x ,Ç.X) - - dJ>n\ [(X2-Ç2)AvA + 2(C-X)Ç.AvA]v(Ç-X) -
3 (X - O

(28c)

[(x2-Ç2)(dvA)+ 2(Ç-X)v(Ç.d)A]v«-X).
<X2-Ç2)3

Except for the factor d(n), all expressions are equal

to those for spinors under the isomorphism y *dx v. The next

coefficients are longer, and we shall not reproduce them. To

calculate the determinant in n dimensions, only the b,^., is

needed. For n=2, we have:

In J • - -£- I oCx) dX |((-ic)vb_3 (X,Ç,ÍX))AC ,

'M 'lc!-ija

where M is the compactifled space-time manifold. If v/e deal

with the abelian case, we get

10



$<C-U)vb_,(x.ç.ix))Ae - -d(2) S\ 9 r (30)

so that

In J - " | oP. (31)

'M

The anomaly that results is twice (because of the d(2)factor)

the value for the spinors. As for the index theorem, the value

of the topological index for the twisted signature complex is

twice the value of the topological index for the spin

complex

In four dimensions, the analog of (29) is

f r
a (x)l dÇ dA$(evb_I.

(32)

~ oTr (FAF)

and the same factor d(n) appears here, both in the anomaly and

in the topological index with respect to the spin complex.
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FOOTNOTES

fl For the other usual choice of the metric in Minkowski

space, g°° = -1, gii = 1 (i=l,2,3) the corresponding Dirac

operators is d-6.

f2 Recall that d(n) is also the dimension of the spinor

space in n dimensions and the number of left ideals for

the Dirac 7algebra.
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